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Example writing for The English Class
These are my sons. Their name are Elguardinne Hidayat and Elghiffari Hidayat. Hidayat was taken after their fathers name. Elghiffari or Eghi is 12 years old. He is in a sixth grade elementary school in Cimahi. Many people said that Eghi is resemble with me. He has a small nose, brown skin and big eyes. Aldin is 7 years old. He is in a second grade elementary school. Aldin is much like his father. His face is oval and his skin is brighter than his brother. This picture was taken in a house yard after they arrived from mosque.
The picture above shows a photograph of cambodia flower. Cambodia usually grows in a warm area. The color of its flower are various. We can find cambodia with red color, white, pink and yellow. The photograph of cambodia shown above is a combination of white and yellow. We can see from the photograph that cambodia has 5 petals.
Orchid is one of indigenous tropical country plant. There are many type of orchid found in Indonesia, one of them is Doritaenopsis orchid. This kind of orchid is a hybrid that typically created by crossing the Doritis orchid species and the Phalaenopsis orchid species. The flowers of Doritaenopsis orchid are large and long lasting. This kind of orchid is commonly very easy to grow under bright light but not in direct sun. As it can be seen in the picture, Doritaenopsis orchid have multiple flowering spikes.
ELEPHANT
Elephant is big mammal. With long nose and big ear it survives as a king of jungle. The long nose of elephant is used to take food and other activity such as clean its body. Its long ear make it possible to hear voice for long distance. The picture above shows an African elephant. African elephant can be differing from Asian elephant. The size of African elephant is bigger than Asian elephant, the ears are larger, and the color is darker. Elephant is herbivore which eats grass, vegetables and fruits. The trunk of elephant is the most valuable for human compare with other parts of its body. People hunt the trunk and sell it in black market in a high price.